Purpose -The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of corporate social responsibility (CSR) on profitability in agricultural sector companies, especially the agricultural sub-sector in the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). These sub-sectors are designated as one sub-plantation group with one value and another valuable sub-sector. This study uses secondary data of financial statements for the period 2015-2016 accessed on the following website: www.idx.co.id.
defined CSR as a responsibility of a company as a public organization, which hopefully gives benefit to a social community and environment, especially agricultural sector more active to implement CSR. The agricultural sector is also inseparable from the laws stipulated by the government. A good company can keep and defend company performance, is financial performance for certain time. Financial performance can forecast company profitability ratio and agreed generally (Galant and Cadez, 2017) . Then, the benefit which people perceive can make the company more comfortable in its operation; so, the organization performs better. Of course, a better performance is reflected in the profitability ratio. Grahame (2016) said that the presence of CSR in a company makes the company's existence more reputable.
This traditional approach cannot be separated from proxy, such as sales turnover asset and capital (ROA and ROE), company growth, etc. Then, the effort to upgrade performance is did in a lot of ways, such as implementation of CSR (Aigner, 2016) . A company that active to implement CSR programs can improve financial performance of the company. Forge (2016) defined CSR as an important science for people's lives in the world. Rhou et al. (2016) said that CSR as communication form by allocation company resource which is no relevancy with company profit but it is was company's donation or contribution to environment, the purpose of Implementation of CSR integrated economic, social, and ecological balance from company operational in long term (Reverte et al., 2016) . Even Galant and Cadez (2017) said that company who implement CSR effected on economic growth. Based on these so it can be concluded that CSR is certain (Rhou et al., 2016; Reverte et al., 2016; Galant and Cadez, 2017 ).
Company performance and corporate social responsibility
A good company is the one which can keep and defend company performance. one of company performances is financial performance for certain time, financial performance is the one which is able to forecast by company profitability ratio and agreed generally (Galant and Cadez, 2017) . Profitability measurement as an indicator is still said to be short time performance and this is traditional approach (Reverte et al., 2016) . This traditional approach cannot be separated from represented, such as sales turnover asset and capital (ROA and ROE), company growth, etc. Then, the effort to upgrade performance is did in a lot of ways, such as implementation of CSR (Aigner, 2016) . A company that active, to implement CSR programs, can improve company performance or financial performance of the company. John (2016) defined CSR as an important science for people's live in global. Rhou et al. (2016) said that CSR as communication form by allocation company resource which is no relevancy with company profit but it is was company's donation or contribution to environment, the purpose of Implementation of CSR integrated economic, social and ecology balance from company operational in long term (Reverte et al., 2016) . Event Galant and Cadez (2017) said that company who implement CSR effected on economic growth. Based on these so it can be concluded that CSR is certain (Rhou et al., 2016; Reverte et al., 2016; Galant and Cadez, 2017 ).
Some previous studies
Recently, research of CSR is one of the most important topics for decision makers, students, and researchers (Zhu et al., 2016) in China on Government Company found that Company who practiced CSR would expand supply chain management. Wang and Sarkis (2017) said that Companies in Chine has succeed to implement CSR program has relationship with company financial performance. Moreover in restaurant industries was important to implement CSR because it was a communication with stakeholders (Rhou et al., 2016) .
In capital market context, Choi and Moon (2016) said that Capital market companies that participated in CSR made a signal to re pain company quality earning. Martinez-Conesa et al. (2017) has causality between CSR and Company performances that makes a strategy of both. Flammer (2015) that CSR made a good signal in better return content and financial statement performance. Moreover El Ghoul and Karoui (2017) said that consistent companies to implement CSR improved performance not only company performance attribute. Mehralian et al. (2016) in Pharmacy companies in Iran found CSR has causality with management quality program because of important to collaborate with stake holder.
Ozdora (2016) said that conceptually there was causality between CSR reputation and relationship with people community. Research in Gulf country in Banking Sector was found that CSR implement with Banking Financial performance (Platonova et al., 2016) . Companies implemented CSR and not implemented CSR influenced on company performance but CSR was no longer (Price and Sun, 2017) . The company implemented social value has higher market and hopefully the growth and cash flow is higher (Qiu et al., 2016) . Banking Company had causality with company profitability. Higher profitability improved investment in Banking (Rahman, 2016) . Micro and middle companies that implement CSR in Spain was more innovative and better performance (Reverte et al., 2016) .
Some researches in Indonesia also found that most of companies whom stated CSR got a better performance than they didn't. Concluded that CSR program effected on profitability positively (Syamni, 2012; Darmawati, 2017) . But Purwanto (2011) had no causality between profitability and CSR program. In fact, the researches in Indonesian have different results about CSD and profitability. Based on literatures above, so the purpose of this result is to examine effect of CSR implement on agricultural company performance with plantation subsector has a dummy variable.
Method
This research used data of agricultural companies that in IDX in 2015-2016. In Agricultural Sector was classified in Industry in IDX that was accessed in www.idx.co.id there were some subsectors related in agricultural sector. First: Food plant subsector (PT. Bisi International Tbk). Second, Plantation Subsector (PT. Astra Agro Lestari Tbk, PT. Austindo Nusantara Jaya Tbk, PT. Eagle High Plantation Tbk, PT. Dharma Satya Nusantara Tbk, PT. Golden Plantation Tbk, PT. Gozco Plantation Tbk, PT. Jaya Agra Wattie Tbk, PT. London Sumatera Indonesia Tbk, PT. Multi Agro Gemilang Plantation Tbk, PT. Sampoerna Agro Tbk, PT. Salim Ivomas Pratama Tbk, PT. Sinar Mas Agro Resources and Technology Tbk, PT. Sawit Sumbermas Sarana Tbk, PT. Tunas Baru Lampung Tbk dan PT. Bakrie Sumatera Plantation Tbk. Third Animal Husbandry subsector PT. Japfa Comfeed Tbk). Fourth, subsector fisherish (PT. Central Proteinaprima Tbk, PT. Dharma Samudera Fishing Industries Tbk, PT. Inti Agri Resources Tbk) and the last other subsector is PT. Bumi Teknokultura Ungul Tbk. From the five subsectors above, plantation subsector was a subsector with fifteen companies and the most dominant subsector. So, to make this research different with the previous researches, so in this study used dummy variable. From the five subsectors above, plantation subsector was a subsector with fifteen companies and the most dominant subsector. So, to make this research different with the previous researches, so in this research used dummy variable. The dummy variable was plantation got 1 and other subsector got 0, based on that, so there were three models in this research:
CSR and Profitabiliy in IDX Agricultural Subsectors
Finding
Based on the data of 
Effect of CSR on profitability where plantation subsector as dummy variable
After previously discussed the data description, then so discusses the results of research that examines the influence of the implementation of CSR to the profitability of the company. The selected companies to be sampled in this research are agricultural sector companies listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange. The results can be seen in Table 2 . Table 2 , that was found three similarities, they were the following: explaining of CSR and profitability was the highest at 45.50 percent. Then it was followed by ROA R square whose score was 33.15 percent and NPM R squares had score little than others. First, the statistics test result in this research found that CSR had significant effect on financial performance, especially on company profitability ratio. First on ROA variable was found CSR coefficient score -0.331578 with significance level 1 percent. This study told that CSR implementation caused decreasing of company profitability. If CSR is implemented as one point, so it decreased 0.3315 points. This happens because in company asset is still same but profit is made little alms voluntary. This study is consistent with Nakashima and Ota (2016) said that it had better if CSR is a company responsibility and it gives advantage to the people. Second, in ROE showed different result with ROA, where coefficient score 0.46050 with significance level 1 percent. This study told that CSR Implementation as 1 basis point would increase ROE 0.46050 basis point. This study indicated that companies what implement CSR give a sight to investors or investor candidates as a good company. So, it caused investors believe to invest better and it caused increasing stock price and company value. This study is consist to research by Wang and Sarkis (2017) in China told that there was relevancy between CSR and Company financial performances. Besides that, This study strength the research of Choi and Moon (2016) told that company listed in Capital Market has function as signal to fix company profit quality.
Finally, NPM with coefficient 0.2665 with significance level 1 percent. This score told that every company implemented CSR as 1 basis point would increase company advantage by 0.2665 basis point. This study indicated that company implemented CSR would up sales level caused investors are happier to buy products or result that was produced by the companies. This was caused that buyers thought that if the company got high profit so there was little part would give to donated for environmental care activities. This finding is consistent with (Mehralian et al., 2016; Rhou et al., 2016) who said that CSR as a form of communication with the stakeholders.
Conclusion
This research gave contribution that CSR was still hot topic for investors or investor candidates when they invested in capital market such as Indonesia stock exchange. This research showed that CSR effected on Company profitability. CSR implementation is not only to give signal to company in proving company profit but also as a communication with Company's Stakeholders. The other findings, operational activities or kind of other activity that was done by agricultural sector with 5 subsectors they are food plan subsector, plantation subsector, animal husbandry subsector, fishery subsector and other subsectors did not happen differential in CSR implementation among them. This study indicated that agricultural subsector in Indonesia Stock Exchange has implemented CSR well. This study has limitations in this study using only linear regression model with additional with activity or type of company activity. Besides that, this research also has restrictiveness in period are only 2 years. The further research is able to add other variables to make as independent variable such as, activity ratio, capital structure or time dummy like on crisis or not a crisis.
